
 

Feature Inventory Exploration 
 
Online dating apps, as they exist now, have been simplified to mean specific things based 
purely on branding and loosely constructed product design. The algorithms and GPS locators 
that find “matches” near a user - for varying types of social interactions - are the assets of 
whichever app a user chooses to download. Buy-in appears to not even be as rigid as a 
one-time download, as people will download, delete, and re-download apps as they see fit 
based on their most urgent relationship needs. 
 
Some people are just there to browse. Tinder and OKCupid become just like Facebook and 
Twitter. Many users have Instagram handles featured as well. Instagram can be linked to both 
OKCupid and Tinder, and this highlights a tendency toward images over words in modern dating 
culture. It’s more honest to acknowledge the biases of attraction, but the lack of substantive 
information may make match percentages and other match criteria a facade.  
 
Another key issue (satirically addressed in the linked Onion article below) is that the “singles 
near me” approach is essentially all that is possible once social networks within a particular 
geographic area and/or age group have been saturated.  
 
http://www.theonion.com/article/popular-new-dating-app-just-list-20-attractive-sin-52893 
 
The idea of favorites/likes (hearts, in the case of Twitter and Instagram) has translated to dating 
apps. Users can essentially curate their prospects. Tinder even has a “super like” feature, which 
is presumably aimed more at user affirmation than actual translation of heightened “liking” of a 
match. 
 
Tinder requires a Facebook profile association. This eliminates anonymity and “forces” a certain 
amount of honesty among users. A huge issue with online interactions in general is that people 
can hide behind a fabricated identity. Tinder guarantees that you are (likely) seeing someone’s 
actual profile and photo. Of course, users can make fake Facebook accounts and link those to 
Tinder.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.theonion.com/article/popular-new-dating-app-just-list-20-attractive-sin-52893


 

Below is the typical Tinder interface. The only information provided here is surface-level. This is 
modeled to encourage interaction and simplicity in decision-making. There is the “mutual” match 
barrier to chatting, and this seems to be favored over a “free for all” approach. 
 

 
 
Sites like Match try to offer the same capability the green heart offers on Tinder by providing 
“like” and “wink” options. The emphasis here is also on the profile photo, and it’s likely that users 
are not reading profiles too thoroughly (unless they have paid accounts and they are interacting 
more purposefully). 

 
 
 



 

 
 
Below is an outdated format that does not quite facilitate viewing or interacting on an app. This 
is probably a good indicator of what does not register as “fun” or “intriguing” (at least for younger 
users). 
 

 
 


